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21 years young
UKTV may be 21 years old this week,
but it’s not about to act its age
Those who visit our animated office in Hammersmith often remark that
it feels more like a digital start-up than a grown-up television business,
and therein lies the secret of our success: it’s the passion and pace of
UKTV that means it can constantly reinvent itself, spotting new opportunities and using imagination to stay ahead.
UKTV was there at the very beginning of multichannel TV, with UK
Gold as one of a range of 12 non-PSB stations available to the British
families of 1992 who had the means with which to view them. There are
318 digital channels that have sprung up around it, but Gold endures as
one of the nation’s favourite channels.
The creators of this forward-thinking network saw the vast potential of
multichannel television. Although the business is now unrecognisable
in many ways, this great sense of imagination is something we – with
the support and courage of shareholders BBC Worldwide and Scripps
Networks Interactive – have consciously chosen not to leave behind.
Whether satellite, digital terrestrial, VoD, IPTV or something as simple
as the concept of brand-led channels, moving early to capitalise on the
newest opportunities has become a defining strength of UKTV.
We’ve reaped the rewards of this progressive outlook.
Our vibrant culture is endorsed by the fact that we’re the first and only
TV broadcaster recognised by Best Companies, the organisation behind
The Sunday Times Best Companies To Work For list.
UKTV broadcasts the most-watched non-PSB channel, Dave; the
most watched Factual channel, Yesterday; and the most watched Lifestyle channel, Really. Our network reach is second to none, with viewers
able to enjoy our shows across Sky, Virgin, BT Vision, YouView and
TalkTalk, plus iOS and on-demand services housed on our super-social,
media-rich websites.
With the same inventive disposition, UKTV has developed an outsized
ambition for original programming, with notable success. Plus, this year,
we will commit £110m to screen, allowing us to take an even more imaginative approach to every new series that we make or buy.
Thank you to all of those who have contributed to UKTV’s success over
the years, because you’ve helped to build something unique the world
over, cherished by an incredible 42 million British viewers every month.
I know that UKTV has a phenomenal future ahead.
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UKTV was always a business with huge potential, but its ambition to compete with the big
boys has now been realised. Once famed for its
catalogue of BBC gems, it has evolved into a
broadcaster with an impressive array of channels and content. And thanks to some clever
and award-winning marketing, these channel
brands are now among the nation’s most
popular, their clear propositions and standout
shows getting the attention they deserve.
Much of this has been driven by UKTV’s decision to invest in original
British content. It has worked hard to get to know and understand its suppliers to get some of their best ideas. It is also a reflection of the open and
collaborative culture of UKTV, something that leaps out from these pages.
UKTV has had some magic moments – and not just thanks to Dynamo –
and with its slate of upcoming shows, from ambitious drama to original
comedy, that magic is set to continue. Happy anniversary UKTV.
Lisa Campbell, Broadcast editor
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“Natural Curiosities shows
an aspect of natural history
and animals that’s hardly
been touched by television”
Sir David Attenborough

TV to be proud of
As UKTV celebrates 21 years on air this month, Jane Marlow
takes a look at some of the broadcaster’s biggest and best
original commissions – past, present and future
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DAVID ATTENBOROUGH’S
NATURAL CURIOSITIES

Find My Past: integrated
product placement in a way
that felt editorially right

Channel Eden
UKTV commissioner Catherine Catton
Producer Humble Bee Films
“Natural Curiosities shows an aspect of
natural history and animals that’s hardly
been touched by television.” So says the programme’s presenter, Sir David Attenborough
– and it’s fair to say that when it comes to TV
natural history, he knows a thing or two.
“Natural Curiosities has a wide brief and
enables you to look at the way humans
became aware of and interacted with
animals,” Attenborough continues. “It’s a
different attitude towards natural history
because it takes advantage of all the riches
that are in museums, as well as all the great
footage that’s been shot over the past 10 or 20
years that has hardly been used.”
Executive producer Stephen Dunleavy’s
original idea was for a series of 10-minute
films. “I’ve worked with David for the past 15
years,” he says, “so I got to know what animals
he finds interesting and quirky, and the idea
evolved over time.” He took the project to Eden
because he was looking for a broadcaster that
was open to “a slightly different approach”.
This bite-sized proposition quickly
morphed into something more substantial.
“I just thought working with Sir David was
too good an opportunity to miss,” says senior
commissioning editor Catherine Catton. “I
loved the idea and the fact that there was
loads of scope to make it different and stand
out from shows elsewhere.
“We had a conversation about whether
it would be possible to make it into halfhour films, and came up with the idea of
pairing the creatures by finding a shared
characteristic.”
Hence the elephant is paired with the
mole rat by dint of their wrinkly skin; and
the chameleon with the giraffe because of
their long tongues and necks.
The aim was to make a show that was intimate and personal to Attenborough, as
well as unique to Eden. Attenborough’s
vast knowledge of the history of key
players in the genre was crucial.
Dunleavy says: “For me, it was
really interesting to show how in
the past we’ve tried to understand
things that maybe still baffle us
today. It seemed like a nice way
of telling those stories,
taking an animal and
turning it around so
you’re not thinking
purely about its biology,
but also about how
we’ve come to understand it.”
www.broadcastnow.co.uk

DYNAMO: MAGICIAN
IMPOSSIBLE
Channel Watch
UKTV commissioner Richard Watsham
Producer Phil McIntyre/Inner Circle
Dynamo might be an award-winning jewel
in UKTV’s crown, but senior commissioner Richard Watsham says ordering a
relatively high-end project that was unlike
anything Watch had done before was quite
a risk.
“Back then, it felt like there hadn’t been
a new British magician on TV for years,
bar Derren Brown, who operates in a
different area. Dynamo felt like a fresh,
new proposition.”
Watsham acknowledges Dynamo’s
agent, Inner Circle’s Dan Albion, was a big
creative force in making the show work.
“He has an extraordinary understanding
of what Dynamo’s brand is. He knows his
story and what his strengths are, and has
a strong creative vision,” he explains.
The format for the show was shaped in
the first series. “The desire to have a narrative element based around Dynamo’s
life was there at the beginning,” says
Watsham. “But we played with who
was going to tell that story: Dynamo
himself or someone else.”
The final piece of the puzzle was
setting the pace of the show.
“Something I think we
got right was hitting
people really hard
with an amazing
piece of magic right
at the top of the
show,” says
Watsham.

“The idea was to blow their minds and
then make sure the pacing was right
through the rest of the hour, because it’s
sometimes hard to hang onto audiences
across an hour on non-terrestrial TV.”
Watsham is proud of the values the show
brings to UKTV as a whole. “It’s not like
there’s loads of talent waiting around for
people to pick them up,” he adds. “For us to
have the biggest piece of talent on pay TV is
incredibly important on every level: editorially, creatively and financially. It’s important
to Watch in that it’s helping us give that
channel a unique voice and tone.
“It might be magic, but there’s an
authenticity to these shows as he travels
around the world and meets real people,
and that is really important to us. Celebrating extraordinary human skills done
in a sensitive way with a bit of emotion
feels like a smart and clever thing for
Watch to hang its hat on.”
Watsham says he has picked up a few
insider magic secrets over the hours he’s
spent in the edit suite, but he’s not telling.
One of the keys to Dynamo’s appeal is
the dialogue and speculation that surrounds his effects – and he’s not about to
burst that bubble.

FIND MY PAST
Channel Yesterday
UKTV commissioner Catherine Catton
Producer Lion TV
The challenge for Yesterday was to create a
genealogy show that didn’t feel like a poor
relation to Who Do You Think You Are?. The
solution was to link up with the Find My Past ➤
November 2013 | UKTV | Broadcast | 5
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Mouthwatering proposition:
Choccywoccydoodah; right:
Legion writer Tony Jordan

genealogy website for an advertiser-funded
project, and to get Lion TV to create a killer
format that uses moments in history as the
starting point, rather than people’s families.
“We put the brief out to a number of companies,” says senior commissioning editor
Catherine Catton. “We had the brand in the
room with us listening to the pitches, which is
quite an unusual way of working, but it means
everyone’s joined up from the beginning,
which makes the process much stronger.
“Lion innovated an amazing format,” she
adds. “It felt like we were working on something that was really new and exciting while
being able to integrate product placement in a
way that felt editorially right.”
The show follows ordinary people as they
discover the role their ancestors played in
key moments in history. Lion TV executive
producer David Upshal explains that after
choosing a popular historical event, it was a
question of finding a mix of high-profile and
everyday characters that were involved, and
then tracing their descendants.
“We had to be decisive about who we were
going for, but also flexible,” says Upshal. “Sometimes we had to accept that we weren’t going
to be able to trace a person and had to look
for someone else who had a similar role, or
another story. It was a process of constantly
thinking on our feet. We didn’t want people
[on the show] who knew their story too well,
and that was really tricky.”
What emerged time and time again was
how participants had the character traits of
their ancestors. Looking into the mutiny on
The Bounty, the show traced the descendants
of Captain Bligh, mutineer Fletcher Christian
6 | Broadcast | UKTV | November 2013

and the ship’s navigator. “The descendant of
Bligh firmly believed the mutiny wasn’t his
fault – not out of family loyalty but because
that was her world view generations later,”
explains Upshal.
“Fletcher Christian’s descendant was a free
spirit who thought if you don’t like the rules
you should change them, and the navigator’s
descendant had to confess he could see both
sides of the situation – which was exactly
what his ancestor said at the trial.”

CHOCCYWOCCYDOODAH
Channel Good Food, Really and Watch
UKTV commissioner Shirani Sabaratnam
Producer Twofour
An ob doc featuring a celebrated chocolatier and a team of larger-than-life characters, who make larger-than-life cakes for a
client list that includes Madonna, Kylie
and Alice Cooper: sound mouthwatering?
Good Food, Really and Watch viewers
certainly think so, and the resulting Choccy
woccydoodah is now in its fourth series,
which hit 1.7 million viewers.
“Twofour came to us with the idea
and for us to have exclusive access to
an amazing set of bakers and artists was
really exciting,” says commissioning
editor Shirani Sabaratnam. “We take a
glimpse into their magical world and
bring it to life.”
She describes the relationship with
Twofour head of factual entertainment

Juliet Rice as ‘watertight’, adding that it’s a
close collaboration.
“Each series needed to stand on its own,
without forgetting the original characters
and the fact the show is about a business that
we’re having a peek into,” says Sabaratnam.
The first series was more of an ob doc
style, with cameras rigged in the shop and
the main five characters in the team
driving the narrative. “We knew what they
went through on a weekly basis, so we
knew the main strands of the stories were
there,” says Sabaratnam.
Then came Choccywoccydoodah’s expansion to large premises near Carnaby Street
in the centre of London and celebrities
took centre stage for series four. “We
super-sized it and took it to the next level,”
says Sabaratnam.
Each episode features a top celebrity such
as Whoopie Goldberg or Jackie Collins, who
set the team a task of constructing a chocolate creation to their exact specification.
“We had huge media interest. It really
worked for us,” adds Sabaratnam.
Jeopardy is a key ingredient of the
show’s success as viewers are never sure
if the Choccy team will be able to pull off
the celebrity’s design. “The jeopardy
involved makes it perfect for us, not only
as a food project but on an entertainment
level too,” says Sabaratnam.
Choccywoccydoodah has been the highestrated commission on Good Food since
2007. It seems the show is as moreish as
the sugary stuff itself.

www.broadcastnow.co.uk
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LEGION

CRACKANORY

Channel Watch
UKTV commissioner Jane Rogerson
Producer Red Planet Pictures

Channel Dave
UKTV commissioner Sarah Fraser
Producer Tiger Aspect

There’s nothing tentative about UKTV’s move
into original drama series. Its first commission, Legion, is about a man who sells his soul
to the devil to save his dying child and was too
dark for the BBC, according to writer and Red
Planet Pictures producer Tony Jordan.
“It’s a big, sexy, returning series,” says
Jordan who will be showrunner on the 10 x
60-minute series and will head up a team
of contributing writers. “It’s one of those
stories that is both epic and intimate. It’s
about one man’s relationship with his family
who are taken away from him when he’s
tricked by the devil.
“Then there’s the epic side of the series,
which is one man fighting the devil alone. I
love projects with both those elements;
they’re grounded and intimate but on
another level, the themes affect us all in
one way or another.”
Legion was the product of a brainstorm
session with fellow writers Ashley Pharoah
and Matthew Graham, and although it was
well received when it first did the rounds,
it ended up sitting in Jordan’s drawer for
about 15 years.
The project ended up at UKTV via Peter
Smith at Cineflix. “Pete had a brief to develop
scripted material. He remembered Legion
from a long time ago and had heard UKTV
was looking to move into original drama,”
explains Jordan.
A meeting was set up with director
of commissioning Jane Rogerson
and chief executive Darren Childs,
who immediately appreciated the
idea and wanted to make it. “Creatively, it was a glorious thing for
them to listen to the pitch then
say ‘we really like the show,
let’s try to make it’. The
process has been unbelievably supportive and positive so far,” says Jordan.
Talks are under way
with potential co-production partners and
distributors, and Jordan
has already written the
first three episodes.
“I’ve learned as a producer that the one thing
you must never do as a writer
is edit yourself,” says Jordan,
when asked about the scale
of the production. “You
must never write with your
producer’s hat on, because
the project can’t breathe
www.broadcastnow.co.uk

if you’re imposing financial restrictions on
it. So I write as a writer and then put my producer’s hat on.”
He hopes to swap hats later this year, when
the show is slated to go into production.

This forthcoming adult spin on the classic
Jackanory format, executive produced by
Tiger Aspect’s Ben Cavey and Andy Brereton, seems the perfect way to give highprofile talent a presence on Dave.
The six half hours feature two stories
written by big hitters like The League Of
Gentlemen’s Jeremy Dyson, and are performed by the likes of Jack Dee, Sally Phillips and Harry Enfield.
Commissioning editor, comedy, Sarah
Fraser says: “I said [to Tiger Aspect] it’d be
great to get names like Harry and Jack on the
channel. We knew they might not have time
to do an entire series with us, and we wanted
something that was very appealing but less

“It’s tapping into
the zeitgeist around
storytelling and
books in a really
creative way”
Geoff McDowell, Dave

Crackanory: perfect way
to give high-proﬁle talent
a presence on Dave

➤
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of an ask. We started talking about storytelling and Andy came up with this brilliant
idea, which was a spin on Jackanory.”
The result is a mix of storytelling, live
action and animation sequences by Geoff
McDowall. Dave general manager Steve
North says: “Having three different elements in one show really plays into that
‘storytime for grown-ups’ idea. Storytelling
and books have become more and more
fashionable, and it’s tapping into the zeitgeist in a really creative way.”
North describes Dave as a general entertainment channel with a comedic filter.
Producing stories that chime across its
audience demographic was paramount.
“Tiger Aspect knows the channel, so they
came with a good idea of where the stories
should be pitched,” he says. “We didn’t
want the whole series to go dark. Its light
and shade gives us a real variety of content.
There are moments that will shock you,
surprise you and make you go ‘ahhh’.”
The format’s ability to translate to the
web, stage and radio widens its potential
and some of the stories could turn into
long-running propositions, Fraser says.
“It’s testament to Tiger that the idea is
so strong,” she adds. “It was a nice ask of
the talent, but we were quite overwhelmed
with the response we had. We’ve got
enough lined up for a potential second
series, and it could be that the Crackanory
chair becomes a nice brand for Dave.”

RED DWARF X
Channel Dave
UKTV commissioner Jane Rogerson
Producer Grant Naylor Productions
What started with a conversation with Grant
Naylor Productions about some Red Dwarf
fillers or continuity to celebrate the show’s 20th
anniversary ended up as a full-blown three-part
series: Back To Earth. And it landed with a bang.
“At that time on Dave [2009], QI had about
750,000 viewers and was our highest-rated
show, and then Red Dwarf came in at 2.7
million,” says Dave general manager Steve
North. “Obviously we started talking straight
away about how we could do a full series.”
It’s an enormous and complex show, he adds:
“The scripts are creative and original, so they
take a lot of time to develop and produce, which
makes it quite a long process. But we were very
committed to making a brand new series.”
There’s a certain amount of trepidation
involved in bringing back a hugely popular
classic, but with the original team on board,
including co-creator/writer/director Doug
Naylor, the risk was minimised.
8 | Broadcast | UKTV | November 2013

Red Dwarf: perfect ﬁt for Dave

“We wanted to recapture that feel of the ’90s
while keeping it fresh, by filming on high-end
digital cameras and incorporating CGI,” says
producer Richard Naylor. “We brought in a
fantastic production designer, Michael Ralph,
who did amazing things with the sets. We
tried to be adventurous and do things that
you wouldn’t usually see.”
North says the show was a perfect fit for
Dave because not only is it smart comedy,
it’s also a buddy show. “It’s four guys living
together and because it’s set in a sci-fi environment, it gives Doug the creative ability
to go anywhere he wants.”
Having the original cast in place is essential
to the success of the show, he adds. “The four
guys are the show,” Naylor says. “They are
really busy, but they all love doing it so much.
There have been times in the past where one
of them has been unavailable and the dynamic
was different. They’ve been friends for 25
years and have a great rapport; that’s what
makes it so unique.”

YOU, ME & THEM
Channel Gold
UKTV commissioner Sarah Fraser
Producer Hat Trick
When entering the risky territory
of original sitcom, who would
you want leading the way? An
awarding-winning comedy producer, A-list talent, some
standout scripts and a
‘sit’ that is bang on
your channel’s demographic would be a
good start.
So with a new Hat Trick
comedy starring Anthony
Head, Lindsay Duncan and
Susie Blake, and featuring

a family’s interference in an age-gap
romance, Gold is hoping it has struck –
well, you can guess the rest.
The idea to originate a sitcom came
off the back of the reboot of Yes, Prime
Minister. “We pinpointed a couple of producers and talked about ideas around
Gold’s core audience,” says commissioning
editor for comedy Sarah Fraser. “Some
excellent ideas came back but everyone
was keen on Hat Trick’s, because it felt like
they really got the Gold audience.”
When developing the idea, Hat Trick
co-founder Jimmy Mulville says he was
very aware of the existing line-up on
Gold. “It’s quite a challenge because Gold
shows the best of the UK’s comedy over the
past 15 years, so we had to find a show that
has those core traditional values of making
people laugh – which a lot of modern comedies seem to miss out on.”
Mulville’s strategy for securing the
commission was simple: “At a table
read-through, everyone is quite tense,
so you make the audience – the channel,
the buyers – laugh as early as possible
and keep them laughing until the end
of the show.”
As far as attracting talent is concerned,
this sounds pretty straightforward too. “If you’ve
got a great script it will
always attract a
great cast, because
actors don’t get
sent great scripts
every week,”
explains Mulville.
Fraser adds:
“In keeping with
Gold’s broad
audience, it
feels like there’s
something for
everyone.”

www.broadcastnow.co.uk

We’ve grown up together.

Congratulations UKTV.
Here’s to the next 21.

UKTV EMMA TENNANT

Taking on the big boys
With a £110m budget, UKTV is competing with the biggest broadcasters to secure the best
original ideas. Controller Emma Tennant talks to Peter White about what she’s looking for next

H

ow do you follow the most successful television magician since Paul
Daniels? If you’re UKTV controller
Emma Tennant, you commission a four-part
series that aims to convince an entire town
that they have been abducted by aliens.
That show is Objective Productions’ The
Happenings, starring The Magicians’ Barry
Jones and Stuart MacLeod. “We’re taking
magic to the next level,” says Tennant. “We’ve
set the bar once with Dynamo: Magician
Impossible, and now we’re doing it again.”
UKTV’s recent commissioning surge was
led by Dynamo, the 30-year-old magician
from Bradford. His show came to define the
company’s general entertainment pay-TV
channel Watch and was the format that
changed the view of those in the industry who
still (rather unfairly) thought of UKTV as the
home of Only Fools And Horses and Last Of The
Summer Wine repeats.
“There’s been a steady rise, but there probably was a step change about two or three
years ago,” says Tennant. “When you have a
big hit like Dynamo, it gives you more confidence about the potential going forward.
“It helped us broaden our horizons
and proved to us that original programming could really work. Along
with our shareholders’ commitment
to investing in new content, we were
able to turn up the dial.”
In September 2011, UKTV
announced it would raise
its spending on content
to £75m in 2012. It was
the first time that its
owners, BBC Worldwide
and Scripps Network
Interactive, had publicly disclosed its programming budget, and
the increase brought it
into line with the likes
of BBC3.
The budget was raised again
in 2013, to £110m, which has
allowed UKTV to ramp up its
entertainment programming.
“We’ve moved into high-end,
ambitious, talent-driven, riskier,
formatted shows that have more
of an entertainment emphasis –
and even our factual and
10 | Broadcast | UKTV | November 2013

lifestyle shows are driven by entertainment,”
says Tennant.
A number of Dave commissions highlight
this trend, such as Ross Noble Freewheeling, in
which the comedian travels the country performing bizarre tasks.
There’s also maths quiz Dara O Briain:
School Of Hard Sums, which is moving into
its third series, and forthcoming comedy
travel series Spending Dave’s Money, which
has echoes of classic Richard Pryor movie
Brewster’s Millions.

UKTV CONTROLLERS
WHO RUNS WHAT?
Controller Emma Tennant
Director of commissioning Jane Rogerson
Alibi Steve Hornsey
Dave Steve North
Drama Adrian Wills
Eden Adrian Wills
Gold Steve North

Comedy commissions

Good Food Clare Laycock

The Incredible Mr Goodwin was a big bet for
Watch and while the stuntman series didn’t
compete with Dynamo for ratings, Tennant
says that its international success – it has
been distributed widely by BBC Worldwide
to global broadcasters including Germany’s
ProSiebenSat.1 – means it may return for a
second series.
The broadcaster is also moving heavily
into comedy. Earlier this year, Gold ordered
its first traditional sitcom: 6 x 40-minute You,
Me & Them.
The series was created by Steve Turner,
who developed ITV comedy Great Night
Out. It follows Ed, played by Buffy The
Vampire Slayer’s Anthony Head, and
Lauren, played by Torchwood star Eve
Myles, as a couple who fall madly in
love despite a 20-year age gap. The
sitcom looks at their relationship – and what their families make of it.
While UKTV has dabbled
in comedies before, including remakes of Red Dwarf
and Yes, Prime Minister, it
hopes You, Me & Them will
open the door for a raft of
new projects.
Tennant and director of
commissioning Jane Rogerson
are looking for funny ideas for
Gold and Dave, namechecking the
likes of The Trip – Steve Coogan
and Rob Brydon’s comic travelogue
for BBC2.
The broadcaster’s other significant recent commission is Legion, a
10 x 60-minute drama from Tony Jordan’s Red Planet Pictures, which also

Home Clare Laycock
Really Clare Laycock
Watch Steve Hornsey
Yesterday Adrian Wills

produces BBC dramas such as By Any Means
and Death In Paradise.
Legion tells the story of criminologist
Nathan Jones, who scours the globe in search
of treatment for his daughter, who has been
diagnosed with an inoperable brain tumour.
Becoming desperate, he makes a deal with the
Devil to save her life but subsequently realises
he’s been tricked and pledges to fight back.
The show is deeply personal to Jordan, who
has a daughter of his own.
The writer, who came up with the idea some
years ago, admits he approached UKTV about
it after becoming disillusioned when one US
network asked him to lighten up the dark
thriller and include a comic sidekick.
Tennant says: “We were really excited to
hear Tony’s idea and we wanted to know
how we could help him make it, rather than
asking him to tweak it. We were excited about
the concept and just wanted to get it on air.
It’s one of the most ambitious things we’ve
ever done.”
Legion could sit comfortably on one of the
terrestrial broadcasters’ channels and Tennant
is looking forward to attracting more bigname talent – both on screen and off – to get
the best ideas first.
She says the broadcaster offers flexibility
and is particularly keen to develop passion
projects, similar to how HBO works in the US,
or the way Sky is commissioning across drama
and comedy.
www.broadcastnow.co.uk
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“We’re competing
with the terrestrials,
and we want to be
up there in terms of
where to bring ideas”
Emma Tennant

£110m

UKTV content budget
for 2013, up from
£75m in 2012

➤
www.broadcastnow.co.uk
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BEST BUYS
UKTV’S TOP US ACQUISITIONS
■

Alcatraz (Fox)

■

Believe (NBC)

■

Beauty And The Beast (The CW)

■

Body Of Proof (ABC)

■

Hart Of Dixie (The CW)

■

Perception (TNT)

■

Rizzoli & Isles (TNT)

■

Suits (US Network)

Recent projects that
fall into this category
include The Two Ronnies
Spectacle from North One
Television, The Comic
Strip Presents… Five Go To
Rehab and Tiger Aspect’s
forthcoming Crackanory, a
6 x 40-minute reimagining
of the children’s storytelling
programme, with weird and
wonderful tales delivered by
the likes of Harry Enfield,
Jack Dee and Jessica Hynes.
“Producers see the way that we’ve handled
talent or well-known indies or programme
brands, and they trust us. That might be
getting the brand new Comic Strip, or reinventing Yes, Prime Minister, or dealing with
the estates of Morecambe and Wise and The
Two Ronnies,” Tennant says. “We’re competing
with the terrestrials for ideas and talent, and
we want to be up there in terms of where to
bring the best ideas.”
UKTV is also known for its marketing and
promotional campaigns, whether placing a
12-foot sculpture of Colin Firth as Mr Darcy in
Hyde Park’s Serpentine to celebrate the debut
of the Drama channel, or getting Dynamo to
levitate next to a London bus to promote the
latest season of his show.
“We’re able to take some ideas and make
more noise about them, and producers know
that they won’t get lost on our networks,”
says Tennant.
The broadcaster is particularly looking for
new ideas for Watch and Dave, and is drawing
up its latest shopping list. For Watch, UKTV
wants the next Dynamo or Jonathan Goodwin.
“We’re looking for new formats with a twist
that can air at 8pm or 9pm. We want noisy
pieces, and that could be taking extraordinary
people and highlighting them or taking ordinary places and showing the extraordinary
within them,” says Tennant.
With Dave, it has worked hard to broaden
the channel away from being seen as solely
male-skewing. “We don’t need another panel
12 | Broadcast | UKTV | November 2013

Top imports: Beauty
And The Beast; Alcatraz
(left); Suits (below)

show or another
stand-up format.
We’re looking for
new types of comedy that you don’t see
on other channels,” she adds.

Investing in content
UKTV’s priorities are undoubtedly Dave,
Watch and Gold, but this is largely because
many of the other channels take care of themselves. Alibi, for example, has a steady schedule of US crime dramas, and Good Food
offers an array of cooking shows.
“We are investing in all of the
channels but there are some channels
that have a better supply from the
Programme License Agreement [the
pipeline of BBC content that UKTV
can air] or a better supply of acquisitions, so we invest in a different
way,” says Tennant.
While UKTV’s £110m programming budget makes it
bigger than Channel 5, it has
to slice this across many
more channels.
“We know roughly what each
channel’s budget is for the year
but as things come up, there might
be some fluidity,” says Tennant, highlighting a number of co-production
deals and exclusive pre-sale arrangements it has in place for channels such
as Yesterday.
“We’ve got to be smart with the money
because we’ve got 10 channels and there’s
a lot to do. But our ambition is to do so
much more,” she says.

ACQUISITIONS
UKTV has become one of the most important buyers of top-quality, first-run US
drama and is rivalling Sky in terms of
acquiring sought-after titles.
Controller Emma Tennant says the Hollywood studios have been taking the broadcaster more seriously since it bought the
likes of Body Of Proof, Rizzoli & Isles
and Suits (below), with great success.
Led by director of programme acquisitions Catherine Mackin, UKTV
recently picked up JJ Abrams’ latest
supernatural thriller Believe and
expects to close further high-profile deals in the coming months.
Tennant says the way
UKTV competes with
the UK terrestrials is
similar to the way US cable
channels battle their networks, and that it shares
sensibilities with the likes
of USA Network, which
airs UKTV acquisitions Suits
and White Collar, and TNT,
which airs King And Maxwell
and Perception.
“A lot of the cable shows work for
us and we’re doing what has been very
successful for them: competing for
edgy ideas,” says Tennant. “The fact
that we’re proactively commissioning
more shows in that area also demonstrates that we’re following that model.”

www.broadcastnow.co.uk
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Fresh thinking in digital
With its VoD services and clever use of social media and second screen, UKTV is punching
well above its weight when it comes to innovation. Chris Curtis and Alex Farber report

U

KTV’s digital ambitions have been
ramped up in recent years – with
the multichannel broadcaster now
widely acknowledged as punching well above
its weight in the space.
This is the result of a three-pronged approach,
according to executive director of business
and operations Julia Jordan: meeting viewers’
expectations of being able to view content on
a range of devices, whenever they wish; commercially exploiting the deeper relationship
this has built with viewers; and differentiating
UKTV from its pay-TV platform partners.
Executive director of strategy and research
Simon Brown picks up the latter point,
explaining that UKTV’s online presence can
help support BT, Sky and Virgin Media’s focus
on growing broadband sales.
Jordan estimates that hundreds of millions
of pounds of digital revenues are now being
generated from across the industry, with
Brown adding that the nickels and dimes
from digital advertising have “become 50ps –
and are moving towards pounds”.
www.broadcastnow.co.uk

This growth is behind some of UKTV’s key
digital moves, such as becoming the first nonaffiliated broadcaster to launch a VoD service
on YouView, the terrestrial broadcasters’ IPTV
service. UKTV’s seven-day catch-up app features content from Dave, supported by preand mid-roll advertising. The app will be
beefed up to include shows from Dave’s sister
free-to-air channels Really and Yesterday, as
UKTV works towards a goal of ensuring its
shows are available ‘anytime, anywhere’.
Brown says: “Getting VoD on TV screens
has been critical for us. We’ve only been on
YouView for a short time, but we’re already
seeing more views on the platform in a week
than we are achieving in a month on PC-based
VoD. And that’s before any serious marketing.”
Expanding the YouView app with a host of
female-focused lifestyle and factual shows
will provide advertisers with a more diverse
range of viewers to target, and help audiences
navigate the broadcaster’s portfolio of channels, jumping to shows they might otherwise
have missed.

“We’re already seeing more
views on YouView in a week
than we are achieving in a
month on PC-based VoD”
Simon Brown

Brown says: “Our YouView VoD will be
made available via the backwards EPG but also
via a portal that demonstrates the breadth and
depth of our content across our channels, and
allows viewers to make connections.”
Significantly, the UKTV-branded app is
organised into channel-specific verticals to
help promote the traditionally non-consumerfacing parent company brand and strengthen
audiences’ view of the network.
Jordan adds: “We are starting to push the
UKTV brand harder and this will turn the
dial in a meaningful way.”
Beyond YouView, UKTV has been offering
PC-based VoD since October 2012, and
➤
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generating valuable data by asking viewers
to register their details before allowing them
to stream shows.
Carefully mining the anonymised data
allows the broadcaster to recommend alternative shows that may be of interest in a
Netflix-style model – as well as enabling sales
house partner Channel 4 to serve more targeted advertising around the content.
A mobile app is the third piece in the
VoD jigsaw – kicking off with an iOS app
for Dave, which was launched in February.
UKTV is expected to push its VoD offering
out to more devices and more platforms,
such as games consoles and tablets, as it
continues to ensure it meets its ‘anytime,
anywhere’ guarantee.

Good Food: chef Valentine Warner’s
Scandinavian food series was promoted
via an innovative social media campaign

Second-screen activity
While laying the foundations of a solid, crossplatform VoD offering provides a strong basis
for future growth and the ability to tap into an
increasingly vital revenue stream, the broadcaster has not been afraid to innovate around
its programming.
UKTV has been one of the most experimental
broadcasters when new digital products and
services emerge – thinking laterally about
ways it can tap into the latest innovations
being adopted by its audiences.
Much of its drive to continue to innovate
has come from a desire to build on the enormous success of Watch’s Dynamo: Magician
Impossible, which Jordan admits has been a
“pet project” of hers.
The show was the “obvious vehicle” for
digital experimentation, with an ideal audience demographic and a star
performer with a readymade 1.8 million Twitter
following and 2 million
Facebook fans.
Dynamo was able to
promote the show before
it was on air and his
@dynamomagician
account was used to
engage with fans while
it was broadcasting,
helping to build a
loyal community.
Jordan says the aim
is for any second-screen
activity to act as an
added bonus to the programme rather than a
distraction, and that
it should be valuable
to both viewers and
advertisers. In the case
of Dynamo: Magician
Impossible, both targets
were hit convincingly.
There was far higher audience interaction
and engagement through the show’s commercial breaks and it generated a substantial halo
14 | Broadcast | UKTV | November 2013

effect for the Watch channel brand. A
dedicated app, developed by digital agency
Five by Five, was launched for series two,
which directed viewers to rate Dynamo’s
magic tricks and stunts during the show using
a Sick-O-Meter, and share their scores via
their own Facebook timeline and Twitter profiles. The free app also included exclusive
unseen content, which was only unlocked
during the first transmission of each episode.

Video on demand: Dave iOS app rolled out in
February is a step on the road to ensuring UKTV
shows are available across all platforms

“We are starting to push
the UKTV brand harder
and the app will turn the
dial in a meaningful way”
Julia Jordan

UKTV went on to ramp up its commercial
activity around the second screen for the third
series. It struck a deal with
Pepsi in which the first
episode of the run was
made available online to
viewers who had collected
a series of codes. These
were displayed on screen
as playing cards during
the advertising breaks of a
repeat of the second series.
The feedback from
viewers about the campaign,
dubbed Dynamo Unlocked,
showed it helped to position
Watch as a forward-looking,
innovative channel.
Brown says the activity
forms part of a narrative that
began two years ago when
UKTV created a playalong
app for the fourth series of
Dave panel show Argumental.
The project, developed
with second-screen expert
Monterosa, allowed viewers to
interact with the comedy gameshow by submitting their reaction to the
team’s altercations in real-time.
www.broadcastnow.co.uk
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While the second-screen game, which
tapped into emerging audio watermarking
technology, was not “widely noticed”, it gave
the broadcaster some valuable lessons about
what audiences want. “It was a toe in the water
and helped us learn,” says Brown. “This kind
of activity isn’t for everyone – maybe three
quarters of viewers are happy with a passive
role – but we’re really starting to show our
ambition to those that are engaged.”
The broadcaster has built on its initial experiments with a series of bold innovations. It
became one of the broadcasters to tap into
video-sharing service Vine in March as part of a
guerilla marketing campaign for Watch entertainment series The Incredible Mr Goodwin.
The broadcaster again worked with Five By
Five and used a handheld camera to film a sixsecond looped video of the daredevil suspended
from the London Eye by a burning rope. The
clip was distributed on Twitter two days ahead
of the debut of the series and seeded via various
unofficial Twitter accounts to generate an
online buzz among fans and bloggers.
Underlining UKTV’s ambition to continue
to trial new services as they come to market,
it hosted its first live event on video-calling
platform Google+ Hangouts in August to
support the launch of a Valentine Warner
cookery series.
Good Food, which has more than 25,000
followers on its Google+ profile, hosted a
Good Food presents… Valentine Warner’s
Scandinavian Supper hangout two weeks
ahead of the mid-September broadcast of
Rockabox’s Valentine Warner Eats Scandinavia
TV series.
The hangout, in which three competition
winners were taught how to cook a Scandi-

www.broadcastnow.co.uk

navian-themed meal by Warner, marked
the climax of a social media campaign in
which users were asked to take to Twitter
to vote on which recipes should be cooked
during the show.
During the live stream, Warner responded to
questions sent in via Twitter and was joined in
his studio kitchen by Scandinavian food bloggers with significant online fanbases.

Tapping into social media
Much of the social media innovation has been
led by Steve Hornby after UKTV looked to tie
its digital content and marketing efforts more
closely together with the creation of a new
social media team in February.
Hornby was handed the newly created
role of head of digital and social media, with
responsibility for the 12-strong unit, which
has been pulled together from different parts
of the business. He reports to marketing
director Simon Michaelides and UKTV controller Emma Tennant, and has been tasked
with ensuring its output in each area is more
aligned – and potentially generates more
income too.
Brown describes the strategy as one of creating
an “overarching buzz” that can be monetised.
He envisages working more closely with sponsors in an integrated way in future.

“UKTV has been one of
the most experimental
broadcasters when new
digital products and
services emerge”

“I could see us helping to drive traffic to
brand’s websites using second-screen activity,”
he says. “We’d make sure there is genuine consumer interest and we’re not getting in the way
of the programmes.”
Digital platforms can also support the work
of the programming teams. UKTV has become
one of the first TV companies to sign a deal
with TV social media measurement expert
SecondSync, which allows the broadcaster
to track tweets in real time and monitor consumer reaction via spikes in Twitter activity.
“It’s like a real-world dial test – and it works
much better,” says Jordan.
In a short period of time, digital initiatives
have come to sit at the heart of UKTV, according to Jordan. “What started out as an incremental business around the periphery has now
become core to the way we work,” she says.
“You can expect even more launches as we
move into the first quarter of 2014.”
And Brown is confident that a new era
of multiplatform programming is beginning
for the broadcaster, which is only possible
because of its heritage of thinking fast and
working flexibly.
He adds: “In the history of UKTV, we’ve
always done well at moving into new spaces
quickly. We got linear channels onto the Sky
platform quickly, and we’ve got into digital
quickly. You never quite know how a platform
like YouView will evolve, but we moved early
and now we’re on the front page of the portal.”
“We’re trying to get a similar advantage with
social and multiplatform – by getting good real
estate and learning as much as we can.”
That seems apt – particularly as in the digital
space, UKTV is already teaching other broadcasters a thing or two.
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The magic ingredients
The success of homegrown shows like Dynamo and US imports such as Storage Hunters
has transformed the fortunes of UKTV over the past seven years. Stephen Price reports

T

he past seven years has
been a period of transformation for UKTV. Back in
1992, Thames TV, which had just
lost its ITV franchise, joined up
with the BBC to launch UK Gold,
and as recently as 2006, archivebased Gold was still UKTV’s
biggest channel, with an all-time
share of 1.4%, representing nearly
half the 2.95% share of the whole
stable. But by October 2013, Gold
was fourth out of the 10 UKTV
channels – behind Drama, which
only launched in July.
What has driven that change?
Well, UKTV’s top programme in
2006 was Wallace And Gromit
(855,000/6.5%), which aired on
Gold on New Year’s Day, followed
by film Sister Act 2 (721,000/4%)
on the same channel in February.
So far in 2013, the top UKTV
programme is Watch’s original
commission Dynamo: Magician
Impossible with 1.4 million/6%
on 11 July, followed by Dave’s US
series Storage Hunters, with
1.1 million/5% on 18 June.

Dynamo: Magician Impossible: Watch

In 2006, Gold held all the places
in UKTV’s top 10 and beyond. So
far in 2013, it has just one: a
retransmission of BBC1’s Mrs
Brown’s Boys (below right), which
achieved 849,000/2.9% on 8 May.

UKTV TOP 20 (1 JAN-3 OCT 2013)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Programme

Channel

Dynamo: Magician Impossible Watch
Storage Hunters
Dave
Mrs Brown's Boys
Gold
Grimm
Watch
QI XL
Dave
Rizzoli & Isles
Alibi
Suits
Dave
Megatruckers
Dave
Top Gear: India Special
Dave
Red Bull Soap Box Race
Dave
Modern Life Is Goodish
Dave
Mock The Week
Dave
New Tricks
Yesterday
Jonathan Creek
Drama
Gavin And Stacey
Dave
Body Of Proof
Alibi
Not Going Out
Dave
Have I Got A Bit More News… Dave
Miranda
Gold
Castle
Alibi
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Date

Start
time

Volume

Share
(%)

11 Jul
18 Jun
8 May
10 Jun
5 Feb
12 Sep
24 Jan
13 Aug
31 Mar
14 Jul
17 Sep
5 Feb
28 Mar
6 Sep
26 May
30 Jul
11 Feb
6 Jan
10 Apr
20 Mar

21.00
20.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
19.30
18.00
16.00
22.00
22.00
21.00
21.00
22.00
21.00
21.40
21.00
21.00
21.00

1,350,900
1,102,100
849,400
811,000
636,900
627,300
599,100
576,000
565,400
563,000
555,100
543,100
519,600
513,000
499,700
487,300
480,000
475,000
459,200
456,300

6.05
5.10
2.92
3.07
2.35
2.41
2.06
2.81
2.68
5.59
2.97
2.60
2.09
2.16
2.43
1.87
1.77
1.50
1.70
1.80

In short, there has been a shift
in emphasis at UKTV: while
archive remains important, US
series (both narrative and formatted) and UK commissions now
play a far more prominent role.
The last year of Gold’s dominance of the UKTV family
was 2007, when it had 1.2%
share overall, an
18% decline
on 2006. That
UKTV’s share
was then
growing (up
5% on 2006 to
3.1%) was in
part due to
the newly
rebranded channel
Dave, which took over
from UKTV G2 on Freeview
in October 2007.
Packaging men-muckingabout-programming under
the banner ‘The Home of
Witty Banter’, Dave’s reruns
of QI, Mock The Week, Live
At The Apollo and Top Gear
worked well.

In 2010, Dave provided eight
of the top 10 programmes on
UKTV, the best being an episode
of Mock The Week on 5 January
with 768,000/3%. A QI XL episode
on 26 October (757,000/3%) was
just a whisker behind.
However, in 2011, Dave suffered
a dip in both
share and
volume of
more than 7%.
By 2012, its
all-day share had
plateaued at 1.1%;
still UKTV’s top dog but
being chased down
by siblings such as Yesterday (0.97% share;
up 21% on 2011),
Really (0.37%, up
164%) and Watch
(0.53%, up 4%).
But thanks largely
to Storage Hunters,
a new phase has
emerged, reigniting
Dave’s share, which
so far in 2013 is up
20% on the same
www.broadcastnow.co.uk
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UKTV 2006 V 2013 (0600-2600)
Channel
Alibi
Blighty
Dave
Drama2
Eden
Gold
Good Food
Home
Really
Watch
Yesterday
UKTV total

2006 volume 2006 share (%) 2013 volume 2013 share (%)
36,800
8,200
32,600

-

11,100
107,500
18,300
27,500
5,900

-

43,400
291,300

0.48
0.11
0.43
0.15
1.41
0.24
0.36
0.08
0.57
2,95

40,000
1,600
140,100
70,800
9,200
57,600
11,800
13,700
41,500
52,400
82,000
473,576

0,37
0.01
1.30
0.71
0.09
0.53
0.11
0.13
0.39
0.49
0.76
4,39

were mostly down to the arrival
period in 2012 to 1.3% – the best
of The CW’s Hart Of Dixie (best
it’s ever been. Storage Hunters
547,000/2% on 28 May).
dominates Dave’s top programme
UK commissions also started
list this year, taking the top 47
to gain traction in 2012. Dynamo:
places. Its best is the 1.1 million/
Magician Impossible (2.1 million/
5% it recorded on 18 June.
9% on 5 July) was the best show
The next title to feature is QI XL
of the year and the second best
in 48th place (637,000/2% on 5
UKTV rating ever, while Red
February) and then in 60th place,
Dwarf X, Dave’s new commission
an episode of Suits (599,000/2%
of the BBC sci-fi comedy, was
on 24 January).
a whisker behind with
While Dave may still be
2.1 million/8% on
home to witty banter,
4 October.
bearded American
The success
men in checked
of these two
shirts have moved
Rise in Dave’s share
programmes
in as the arrival of
in 2013, largely
may have overMegatruckers
due to US import
shadowed other
(576,000/3% the
Storage Hunters
commissions that
best on 13 August)
have also performed
and Lizard Lick
well. Together these new
Towing (425,000/1.8%
shows have helped the chanits best on 20 March) testify.
These long-running, repeatable nels remain attractive to the
pay-TV platform owners and
shows enable UKTV to purchase
justify their strong EPG positions.
more US drama and commission
more original UK shows by
keeping its share strong.
Homegrown shows
ITV’s purchase of a controlling
As in 2012, the best programme of
stake in US independent Gurney
2013 so far is Dynamo: Magician
Productions, maker of Duck
Impossible with 1.4 million/6% on
Dynasty, demonstrates the value
11 July. Other homegrown shows
of this kind of factual formatted
this year include Dave’s Dave
programming for UK broadcasters. Gorman: Modern Life Is Goodish
The future will be about who has
(556,000/3% on 17 September was
the rights to these shows.
the best) and Gold’s rebooted Yes,
Before the storage revolution,
Prime Minister, the best of which
UKTV had begun to buy US
was on 15 January (402,000/1.5%).
drama series and spread them
Good Food’s Choccywoccydoodah
across channels. In 2012, third
achieved 170,000/0.6% on 24
and fourth best in UKTV’s canon
March, making it by some diswere Fox network’s Alcatraz
tance the channel’s biggest show
(1.6 million/5% on 13 March) and
this year, and at the time of publiNBC’s Grimm (1.1 million/4% on
cation, Ross Noble’s Freewheeling
12 March). Elsewhere, Alibi
and new sitcom You, Me & Them
acquired ABC’s Body Of Proof
were on the brink of launching.
(735,000/3% on 8 March the
Another significant impact has
best), Dave had USA Network’s
been a whole new archive-based
Suits (best 879,000/3% on 17
channel. In July this year, Blighty,
January) while Really’s increases
which had averaged just 0.03%

20%
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Storage Hunters: Dave

Grimm: Watch

QI XL: Dave

Suits: Dave
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11 August (the best was Catherine
share in 2012, was replaced by
Drama. Three months in, Drama is Cookson: The Tide Of Life with
404,000/2% on 24 March).
averaging 0.7%, a whisker behind
All UKTV channels are availYesterday. Its best performer so far
able on the Sky, Virgin and BT
is an episode of Jonathan Creek,
platforms, while all but Eden and
which achieved 513,000/2.0% on
Good Food are on Talk Talk. Of
6 September. While still some way
the four channels available on
behind ITV3 in share terms, its
Freeview (and YouView),
growth will have not gone
three – Dave, Drama
unnoticed at ITV.
and Yesterday – are
The success of
the top three perDrama proves the
formers for UKTV.
continued value of
Average share
And it may
archive in UKTV’s
achieved by Drama
say something
strategy. Yesterjust three months
about the endurday’s use of repeat
after its
ing attraction of
drama boosted its
launch
Gold that – withown and UKTV’s
out the advantage of
share dramatically (29%
being on Freeview – it clings
increase in 2010); notable,
on to fourth place, helped by the
considering that it’s a factual
channel, rather than one dedicated hit knockabout sitcom Mrs
Brown’s Boys.
purely to drama.
UKTV has moved on a long
New Tricks, a big share driver
way in 21 years, but the shift to
for Yesterday (its best was on 28
March with 520,000/2%) finished US drama plus home-grown
commissions and the success of
its run in June just before Drama
factual acquisitions has given the
was launched and the first series
broadcaster new directions to
is now airing on the new channel.
pursue. Meanwhile, the impact of
Another major contributor
the Drama channel proves archive
to share, Catherine Cookson,
still has significant value.
was last seen on Yesterday on

0.7%

Red Dwarf: Dave

Fry And Laurie Reunited: Gold

UKTV TOP 25 ORIGINAL COMMISSIONS (ALL TIME)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Programme
Red Dwarf
Dynamo: Magician Impossible
Morecambe And Wise:
The Greatest Moment
Fry And Laurie Reunited
Dave Gorman:
Modern Life Is Goodish
Comic Strip Presents... Five
Go To Rehab
Red Bull Soap Box Race
Bring Me Morecambe & Wise:
Guest Stars
Dara O Briain:
School Of Hard Sums
Vicar Of Dibley Greatest
Moments
Fawlty Towers - Re-Opened
Dave’s One Night Stand
Alexander Armstrong’s Big Ask
Jo Brand’s Big Splash
Cilla’s Unswung Sixties
Fawlty Exclusive –
Basil’s Best Bits
The Bert Trautmann Story
The Channel Islands At War
Argumental
Yes, Prime Minister
The First Day Of The Blitz
Scream If You Know The Answer!
Ration Book Britain
Blackadder’s Most Cunning
Moment
Dunkirk: The Forgotten Heroes
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Channel

Date

Start
time

Dave
Watch

10 Apr 09
5 Jul 12

21.00
21.00

Volume

Share
(%)

2,742,000 12.55
2,102,800 8.94

Gold

2 Dec 07

21.00

725,700

3.20

Gold

24 Nov 10

21.00

724,300

2.68

Dave

15 Oct 13

22.00

641,100

3.60

Gold

7 Nov 12

21.00

628,800

2.35

Dave

14 Jul 13

16.00

563,100

5.59

Gold

5 Dec 12

21.00

562,600

2.18

Dave

16 Apr 12

20.00

554,700

2.21

Gold

25 Oct 07

21.00

520,300

3.13

Gold
Dave
Dave
Dave
Yesterday

10 May 09
31 Oct 10
9 Apr 13
22 Sep 11
19 Mar 12

21.00
22.00
22.00
21.00
21.00

518,000
513,000
446,000
443,200
436,300

2.45
2.48
2.11
1.76
1.62

Dave

4 Dec 10

23.00

435,500

3.58

Yesterday 24 Mar 11
Yesterday 28 Jun 10
3 Nov 09
Dave
Gold
15 Jan 13
Yesterday 7 Sep 10
Watch 2 May 10
Yesterday 15 Jan 10

21.00
22.00
22.00
21.00
21.00
19.00
17.00

426,600
413,700
411,200
401,500
400,700
392,700
390,700

1.71
2.07
2.14
1.46
1.62
1.83
2.31

16 Oct 08

21.00

387,800

2.10

Yesterday 9 Sep 10

21.00

366,600

1.50

Gold

Yes, Prime Minister: Gold

Dave Gorman: Modern Life Is Goodish: Dave
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UKTV CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Giving, helping and sharing
From charity bike rides to fundraising bake-offs, pub quizzes and green initiatives,
UKTV takes corporate social responsibility seriously. Chris Curtis reports

PHOTOGRAPHY BY NICOLA ROWLEY

G

et on your bike, UKTV urged its staff
earlier this year when 27 employees
took up the challenge of cycling to
Paris to raise money for Pancreatic Cancer UK.
The event generated £41,000, the biggest
single charitable donation the broadcaster has
ever made, and was the brainchild of executive
director of strategy and research Simon Brown.
It is one of many examples of UKTV’s corporate social responsibility(CSR) agenda and the
broadcaster has introduced a strategy called
Give.Help.Share to maximise its impact above
and beyond its day-to-day business.
Executive director of business and operations Julia Jordan explains the wider thinking:
“UKTV’s commitment to CSR is reflective of
the passionate and creative culture we thrive
in. We encourage everyone to contribute to
improving our environmental impact, to
helping our local community, and to raising
funds and awareness for causes we care about.
It’s part of our DNA and consistently rates very
highly in staff appreciation feedback.”
Pancreatic Cancer was selected as its 2013
charity (Centrepoint and Macmillan Cancer
24 | Broadcast | UKTV | November 2013

Support have benefited previously) and the
three-day ride to Paris was UKTV’s CSR
centrepiece for the year.
Chief executive Darren Childs, director of
commissioning Jane Rogerson and chief
financial officer Jan Gooze-Zijl are among the
high-level executives who took part, riding a
route that began at the Cutty Sark in Greenwich (pictured) and took in a Dover-to-Calais
ferry, market town Amiens and finally the
French capital, concluding at the Eiffel Tower.
Green initiatives are also important to staff.
UKTV has a comprehensive recycling policy
and encourages them to participate in a cycleto-work scheme. And the local environment
is just as important as the wider world: the
company has partnered with Hammersmith
and Fulham Council to allow staff to volunteer
to mentor students at local colleges, or read
with schoolchildren from the local area.
Jordan adds: “Staff are committed to giving
something back: 10% of employees read with
or mentor local schoolchildren every week.”
The talented UKTVoices choir also performs
regularly at local community events, providing

“A team of passionate
advocates ensure that CSR
remains front of mind and
top of the agenda”
Julia Jordan, UKTV

its singers with a creative outlet and acting
as another platform for the company in the
local community.
Fundraising bake sales and pub quizzes
play an important role along the way, alongside other regular events.
Jordan adds: “There is high engagement
and enthusiasm across the company, and
a key team of passionate advocates ensure
that CSR remains front of mind and top of
the agenda, despite it not having any dedicated resource.
“Watching the exec team muck in with
Centrepoint Sleepout and London2Paris
cycling goes a long way to demonstrating our
commitment right across UKTV.”
www.broadcastnow.co.uk

21 years of UKTV

From the top: staff join a homeless
sleepover; UKTVoices performs in Paris;
a bake sale to boost charity funds;
exhausted cyclists arrive in Paris

www.broadcastnow.co.uk
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Congratulations

UKTV

Happy 21st anniversary from
all the team at Broadcast

UkTV Alumni

UKTV’s familiar faces
Former execs who were there at the inception, or who helped to take UKTV to the
next level, tell Jane Marlow about their experiences working for the broadcaster

U

KTV was born out of BBC Worldwide’s desire to monetise the corporation’s vast catalogue and, in
1996, talks began between the BBC and UK
Gold stakeholder Flextech. In March 1997,
the deal was signed, bringing UKTV into a
world that was waiting on tenterhooks for
digital switchover.
In the early days, the operation was set
up to be BBC channels run by the BBC,
with all the commercial aspects handed
over to Flextech.
But it didn’t stay like that for long. Bit by
bit, Flextech relinquished commercial
responsibilities, leaving predominantly
BBC employees to grow the business.

Distribution was the operation’s lifeblood and for the those at the helm, it presented something of a challenge. Available
in 200,000 homes via Telewest, it was only
when Sky launched its digital platform that
distribution started to grow rapidly.
Sky delivered subscription for the channels, which was crucial, and it delivered
homes, which provided an audience, and
therefore advertising revenue. Without
Sky’s growth, say its launch team, UKTV
would have run out of money.
Instead, it went from strength to
strength, aided by a raft of top talent, all
of whom, in their various ways, have left
an indelible mark.

Chief executive – 1998-2006

“It was an extremely
enjoyable period of my life.
The spirit was great and
everyone felt part of it”
Dick Emery

Emery. “They didn’t want to do it and had the
ability to veto it. It was a question of persuading them that it was the right thing to do commercially, even though it was a risk.”
Having got the approval of the board,
the rollout onto Freeview had to be handled
www.broadcastnow.co.uk

Then Head of programming – 1997-1999
Now Chief executive, British Library

Roly Keating says his most memorable
moment at UKTV was the day they
launched the network. “It had seemed such
an improbable marriage,” recalls Keating.
“On the one hand, the venerable BBC,
still then a two-channel broadcaster; on
the other, fleet-of-foot cable company
Flextech. How could such different cultures even talk to each other, let alone
launch a raft of new channels into a highly
competitive marketplace?”

Dick EmEry

Emery’s experience as ITV director of strategy
meant he was well versed in the pressures of
commercial television, but it was a challenge
to drum that mindset into a staff imbued with
the public service values of the BBC. “The
majority of the people working at UKTV were
BBC employees, and therefore weren’t accustomed to working to audience criteria in order
to develop the revenue,” Emery explains. “The
key was getting everyone behind the need to
deliver commercial audiences which the ad
sales team could turn into something.”
The advent of Freeview was another gamechanger for UKTV. “The single most commercially significant issue was persuading
Flextech to support going onto Freeview,” says

rOLy kEATiNG

“How could such different
cultures even talk to each
other, let alone launch a
raft of new channels”
roly keating

sensitively. “We couldn’t air content on
Freeview that we were being paid for by Sky,
so we launched UKTV History,” says Emery.
“That got us out there and developed over
time. It was crucial to reach out beyond the
Sky audience.”
Emery reflects fondly on leading the broadcaster. “It was an extremely enjoyable period
of my working life. The spirit in the place was
great and we succeeded in making everyone
feel part of it.
“Managing two partners and getting them
to back the venture was a great experience.
And it was illuminating to see that if you
empower people and encourage them, they
do a fantastic job.”

There wasn’t, Keating recalls, a chief
executive at that point; just teams from each
organisation working side by side. “We were
determined to make something special
happen. And somehow, in a burst of deadline-driven creativity, the expanded ‘UK’
family was born: three brand new channels
alongside the relaunched UK Gold.”
Keating, who now runs the British
Library, says that while the channel line-up
may have changed and grown, the formula
has stayed the same since day one.
“Strong branding and portfolio scheduling, hand-picked BBC archive, smart new
commissions and third-party acquisitions –
it all laid the foundations of a creative and
commercial success we hardly dared dream
of at the time. Here’s to the next 21 years.” ➤
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DAViD ABrAHAm
Then Chief executive – 2007-2010
Now Chief executive, Channel 4
“One of the things that attracted me to
UKTV is that it’s a hybrid commercial
broadcaster, with a major stakeholder
in the form of the BBC that operates
with a public service agenda,” says
David Abraham, now chief executive
at Channel 4.

JOHN kEELiNG
Then Controller; acting chief executive –
2001-2007 Now Partner, Grace Blue

“My focus was on developing a more balanced portfolio between pay television and
free television,” adds Abraham, who oversaw
G2’s transition from pay TV to Freeview and
a new move to make the channel branding
more distinctive.
Abraham, who became UKTV chief executive in 2007, recalls channel head Steve North
describing G2 as “the
home of witty
banter”, and
says the idea
of naming
it Dave –
“after a
bloke in the
pub” – came out of a
brainstorm session.
“I thought it was
ridiculous,” he recalls.
“I told him we should
call it Steve instead.
We had to do some
research to settle it –
we had 10 names
and Steve was fourth
or fifth. Dave came
out top.”

commission that could be seen as the forerunner of a new genre.
Keeling says taking UKTV onto Freeview
in 2007 and tapping into the power of freeto-air content was the second key moment.
“Success has many parents,” says Keeling.
“That strategy was Dick Emery’s vision. He
started it, I finished it in terms of taking it to
the board and getting the business plan
approved, and handed it to David Abraham.
He and the team then went on to rebrand
UKTV G2 for the launch of Dave.”

cHriSTiAN DrOBNyk
John Keeling recalls two events as having a
significant effect during his time at UKTV.
“In 2003, the change in the terms of trade
had a fundamental impact,” he says. “As a
business, we suddenly felt a little bit exposed.
Rather than being protected by a programme
licence agreement with the BBC, which guaranteed all this content, suddenly a lot of the
more commercially successful titles – which
happened to be produced by the independent
sector – were available to the highest bidder.”
The reaction was to beef up the acquisition
department and build up the commissioning
structure and strategy. In this period, Prison
Break was a significant acquisition and The
Spa Of Embarrassing Illnesses was an original
28 | Broadcast | UKTV | November 2013

Then Controller of entertainment, Gold,
Watch, Dave, Alibi; interim controller –
2008-2011
Now Senior vice-president, programming
and strategy, Lifetime US

Abraham then had the unenviable task
of taking the new name to his first board
meeting. “You can imagine what the board
felt when they thought I was trying to
rebrand the main channel after myself. It
was quite a weird decision to make, but the
rest is history.”

The move to rebrand UKTV Drama as Alibi
and transform the Gold +1 slot into Watch
came quickly after Christian Drobnyk’s
arrival at UKTV.
“We felt that putting a bespoke channel in
that ‘+1’ slot would allow us to create a new
channel quickly and effectively. The idea was
to go to bigger and broader entertainment to
compete with the other channels that were
sitting on that first page.
“Bringing in shows like MasterChef Australia, US acquisition dramas and targeted
commissions, brought that broader entertainment vision to fruition, with Dynamo:
Magician Impossible really capping it off.”
Drobnyk adds that the atmosphere at
UKTV was an important part of his experience. “UKTV is a special place where the
culture makes collaboration and friendship
and passion for the content almost contagious,” he says.
He brought a healthy dollop of American
chutzpah to the table too. “I was in the
Tuesday morning staff meeting and a
researcher said Dave was up 1,500%, and
everyone was quiet,” he recalls. “As an American, I just started clapping and whooping
and cheering, and everyone looked at me as
if I was crazy.”
But that reaction took on a life of its own.
Drobnyk adds: “I felt my impact and what I
contributed was an ability to really celebrate
our successes.”
www.broadcastnow.co.uk
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BACK TO THE PRESENT uKTV EXECuTiVE lEADERSHiP TEAm 2013
From left:
Emma Tennant
Darren childs
Simon michaelides
Julia Jordan
Jan Gooze-Zijl
keith Porritt
Zoe clapp
Simon Brown
clare Astley

DiANA HOWiE
Then Commissioning editor, entertainment;
acting head of commissioning – 2002-2007
Now Commissioning editor, ITV

Charlotte Ashton was tasked with raising
the money and, after lengthy negotiations
to get the budget signed off, Spun Gold
produced the show. It saw Wogan re-interviewing people who had been on his show
in the 1980s.
Howie believes the series was a “callingcard” for both viewers and indies.

uKTV controller
Chief executive
marketing director
Executive director
of business and
operations
Chief ﬁnancial
ofﬁcer
Executive director
of commercial
Communications
director
Executive director
of strategy and
research
HR director
(not pictured)

“In my opinion, Wogan was a bigger
brand than UKTV at the time and it suddenly
put those channels on the map, not just
in terms of viewers but in terms of the
perception,” she says. “People started to
think ‘they are spending some money,
they can do original content and it is
great entertainment’.”

JANE mOTE
Then Commissioning editor, director
of factual, lifestyle and new media –
2006-2012
Now Programme director, London Live
“Wogan Now And Then [below] was absolutely the breakthrough moment for me,”
recalls Diana Howie, whose entertainment
budget had until then been spent largely on
creating original content for themed weekends, such as EastEnders Wedding.
“The idea came out of a chance conversation with Terry Wogan’s son,
Mark, who asked if I’d ever
thought about dipping into
his Dad’s archive. I
said I’d love to,
but only if Terry
would do it. That
was the beginning of the
Wogan Now
And Then conversation.”
UKTV channels director of
factual and
entertainment
www.broadcastnow.co.uk

Jane Mote joined UKTV in 2006 as a
commissioner trouble-shooting for Jo
Clinton-Davis, who’d just come in to set
up a new commissioning team. She stayed
for six years, becoming director of factual,
lifestyle and new media.
“UKTV was closer to its audience than
anywhere I’d worked, using deep insight
to create ‘passion brands’ that viewers
could connect with,” says Mote. “Channels
like UKTV Food became true multimedia
brands. 360-degree commissions such
as Local Food Heroes took the channel
and sponsors into every high street in
the UK while tapping first into a
trend for food provenance.”
Mote says the channels developed equally close relationships
with talent – from the US’s Ty
Pennington to a whole new posse
of chefs on Market Kitchen, to “some
of the BBC’s greats”.

“My last big event at UKTV saw me
gallery producing on social media steroids
– live audience, web chat, Twitter and
Facebook feeds all informing a streamed
debate between Ben Fogle and Sir David
Attenborough, which then became a TV
show on Eden.”
Mote believes this deep engagement
with fans is central to the success of the
entire UKTV portfolio.
➤
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was anchored in Great Portland Street – conveniently next to the wonderful Villandry.”
So says Sarah Wright, who looks back
on the Tuesday morning meetings fondly,
describing them as a weekly touch-point at
which the whole company gathered to
discuss the seven days ahead, share marketing campaigns, programme premieres,
research and watch the latest trailers.
One extended version stands out in her
mind: a Great UKTV Bake Off long before
Paul, Mary, Mel and Sue rocked up on BBC2.
It was judged by the inimitable Rosemary
Schrager to drum up enthusiasm for a programme launch on the then UKTV Food.
“Cake – it’s the way to everyone’s hearts,”
Wright recalls. “I vividly remember her biting
into my paltry Victoria Sandwich – and her
subsequent expression. Needless to say, I
didn’t win. I hope the cakes are better for your
21st, UKTV. Many, many happy returns.”

DAViD DOrANS
Then General manager – 1998-2001;
director of new media – 2001-2007
Now Chief financial officer, YouView
David Dorans was part of the launch
team for UKTV. One of his standout
moments was the creation of the first three
new channels (at that time UK Horizons,
UK Style and UK Arena) and the relaunch
of UK Gold.
He says: “I remember us all in Broadcasting House one cold Saturday evening
in November 1997 waiting for the new
channels to come on air. That was incredibly exciting.”
He and his colleagues went on to launch
a suite of new channels.
“We were brave and not afraid to take
risks like rebranding and relaunching UK
Arena as UK Drama or opening and
closing Play UK, a channel ahead of its
time that combined comedy and music.”
He also remembers it as an innovative
broadcaster, launching services on OnDigital
and being there at the start of Sky Digital,
as well as being a founder distributor on
Freeview, with the launch of UK History.

ELAiNE rOBErTSON
Then Head of publicity – 2002-2005.
Now Non-executive board director, Mediator

“It was a great moment when we made
our first operating profit,” says Dorans.
“When I left, the business was in great
financial health and we had just agreed the
strategy and got approval for launching
what is now Dave. I look back with great
pride on my time at UKTV, building a
really substantial business and working
with great colleagues.”

of season launch press events to showcase
the growing number of original commissions, and to “make it clear we were more
than simply a network of repeats”.
After UKTV, Robertson moved to
partnerships and promotions agency
Mediator and was managing director until
December 2012. She is now a non-executive
board director.

SArAH WriGHT

“Surrounded by innovators, my job was to
make people recognise us as a major player,”
recalls Elaine Robertson. “The company had
positioned itself as a challenger brand and
anything was possible. When Channel 4
announced it would be broadcasting Big
Brother contestants sleeping, it felt to us like
watching paint dry. So we put up a wall,
painted it a different colour every day and
encouraged people to literally watch it dry
on the UKTV Style website.”
This was one of many stunts Robertson
was involved in as head of publicity that
were designed to challenge perceptions.
Another milestone was the introduction
30 | Broadcast | UKTV | November 2013

Then Director of content acquisition –
2004-2009
Now Controller of acquisitions, BSkyB

“UKTV was quite simply a brilliant place to
work – a real hive of positive creative energy,
a big, extended, hard-working family that

ricHArD kiNGSBUry
Then Head of brand development;
channel head, History, Good Food,
Yesterday, UKTV – 2003-2011
Now General manager, PBS America

From a background of running some of
Unilever’s best-known food brands, Richard
Kingsbury joined UKTV in 2003 as head of
brand development and went on to run three
of its 10 channels.
He recalls: “What made UKTV special
for me was the culture. People who come
and go tend to agree that it’s the nicest
place to work in television. There’s no lack
of ambition or competition between the
channels, but people make real friends
there and act with a decency that you don’t
always find in TV.”
Kingsbury says he loved running different
channel teams and growing them, often
with small budgets. His highlights include
growing UKTV Drama with the Crime at 9
strand, injecting some entertainment into
Good Food with the likes of Ace Of Cakes
and Man v Food, and building Yesterday into
a 1%-share channel.
“When I left, I took with me how powerful
small, motivated teams can be.” It’s an experience Kingsbury has tapped into to launch
and build PBS America from scratch.
www.broadcastnow.co.uk
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